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11-Comment of the out on port 02: the out is the rotate right of content 

of the register D it represented by led.  

If the light is on (represent logic (1)), if the light is off (represent logic 

(0)). 
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12-if click on putton (INT) 

*the out on port 02 is pause (the led not rotate at min time 

the out is 80H or 40H or 20H or 10H or 08H or 04H or 02H or 01H 

*the out on port 03 is 55H and after min time the out is 00H 

13- The content of pc register: before click on (INT) the content is the 

addresses of Instructions of the main program . 

after click on (INT) the content of pc is the address of the first 

instruction of interrupt program and pc content is increment by 1 

(pc=pc+1) note that (the address of the next instruction in the main 

program is saved in the stack) after finished from executing the 

interrupt program the content of pc is the next address of the next 

instruction of the main program.                             
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15-to become (INT) enable: we should excute the main programe at first 

and the pc =5000H 

by click on the reset putton the main programe excute and the (INT)is 

enable 
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1- The out on port 03 is 55H at min time and the (NMI) Is disable 

(INT) was disabled when (NMI) occurred this not allow the any interrupt 

to execute so the (INT) Is disable. after finished from non maskable 

interrupt RETN instruction allow interrupt to be enable   
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2-if  remove RETN from the programe and click on (NMI) 

the (INT)and(NMI)are disable and then the program stop . 

RETN  it allow the interrupt to be excuted (enable) . 


